The Workplace team thanks each of you for being a part of this journey. We look forward to another program’s addition to fact sheets, resources on vaccination, and LGBTQ patient care. Tanenbaum’s Health is committed to building more inclusive workplaces.

This year marks the 10th anniversary of Tanenbaum’s Membership Program! A decade on and the workplace inclusion in health care settings. This monthly webinar series features different faith perspectives and contributors that discuss timely health care topics, from how vaccination and COVID-19 have affected different religious communities, to gaining a better understanding of how people with different identities navigate and address the impact of religion’s role on health care decision-making.

The Workplace program’s Webinar Series Continues

On Monday, March 14, 2022, Tanenbaum’s Peacebuilding Program and the Network for Religious and Traditional Leaders showcased examples of women of faith advancing economic development and Traditional Leaders. On July 21st, Nina will present alongside Jean-Marie Navetta, Director of Learning and Development, as part of the Tanenbaum Health Care program’s Webinar Series Continues. Nina will be discussing how to tailor Membership benefits to address the intersection of religious and LGBTQ identities.

Tanenbaum Takes a Night Off!

Join us on May 17th at 7pm EDT. Tanenbaum Takes a Night Off! is an online comedy show – a night of laughs! We’ll be featuring a line-up of comics with diverse backgrounds and perspectives, all aiming to create an inclusive and welcoming environment for all. If you’re interested in comedy and want to support Tanenbaum’s mission, this is an event you don’t want to miss.

McKenzie Delis Review’s US Report is Available Now!

The McKenzie-Delis Review’s US Report is a groundbreaking report on diversity and inclusion in the United States. The report provides a comprehensive review of how the country’s largest employers are addressing and prioritizing their efforts across the ten facets of workplace D&I – ethnicity, gender, age, nationality, mental health, sexual orientation, socio-economic status, disability, religion, and inclusion in the workplace.
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This year marks the 30th anniversary of Tanenbaum. A year of celebration with programming that bring this vision to life. For any general questions, please contact the Workplace team at membership@tanenbaum.org.